Abstract: Rising demand for electrical power and environmental awareness has triggered new types of electrical power producers like solar and wind power plants. They cause a problem in electrical power system because of their stochastic nature of energy production. Smart grid technology offers a solution to these problems. In this paper a smart grid solution made for balance group's responsible party is presented. It includes model of balance group, concept of balance group internal market and scheduling algorithm developed by evolutionary algorithms method called Cell based Genetic Programming (CGP).
INTRODUCTION
The electricity energy is one of the most important forms of energy at present. As demands for it are rising every year also the prices are enlarging. Majority of the European Union (EU) energy production is based on fossil fuels which cause environmental pollution and makes EU highly dependent on import of coal and gas. To decrease the pollution and dependence on import the EU is stimulating the usage of alternative, especially renewable energy sources like sun and wind. With this stimulation the electricity production from solar or wind power plants has become economically justified. As a consequence a number of small power plants are emerging, representing a challenge in the electrical power system due to their stochastic nature of energy production.
A problem with this type of renewable sources is that their energy production is meteorologically dependent. Therefore it is necessary to assure supporting controlled power sources, which are able to compensate stochastically changing electricity production of these new renewable energy sources.
The smart grid technology provides new solutions for such problems and has motivated the study, which we are presenting in this paper. The proposed solution uses the smart grid technologies to ensure sustainable, economical and secure electrical energy supplies for all users.
SMART GRID SOLUTION FOR BALANCE GROUP

Smart grid
A smart grid is an electricity network that can intelligently integrate the actions of all users connected to it like producers, consumers and energy storage elements in order to efficiently deliver sustainable, economic and secure electricity supplies. A smart grid employs innovative products and services together with intelligent monitoring, control, communication and self-healing technologies.
Smart grid solution presented in this paper involves active distributed consumers, active distributed producers and energy storage elements, which can act as both -active producers or active consumers, in order to ensure balance between consumption and production of electric energy. Active distributed consumers are ordinary house hold consumers that have ability to decrease or shift in time their energy consumption by demand (example: instead running washing machine at 3 pm it can work also at 5 pm). Active distributed producers represent small power plants connected to the distribution grid like small hydro plants, bio -mass power plants and others that can produce energy by demand. The energy storage elements can produce or consume energy by demand. They represent energy storage devices like batteries (electric car), hydrogen fuel cells and others. The smart grid solution incorporate mentioned elements into a balance group to form a solution that can be used to balance production and consumption.
By the definition of European transmission system operators (ETSO 2009) the balance group is a collection of metering points used to calculate balance between consumption and production of electrical energy. Balance responsible party is responsible for providing the balance between production and consumption in the balance group. For providing balance the balance responsible party concludes contracts with consumers and producers (Marinšek 2011). It can also buy and sell electrical energy on the organized electricity market which is a central place where the supply and demand for electricity is faced.
Balance group model
In this paper the balance group model consists of four main elements (Figure 1 ). Passive distributed producers represent those producers of electrical energy which production of electrical energy is meteorological dependant and are distributed among the balance group area. Passive consumers represent household energy consumers that act as passive users through prospective of (un)controlling their energy consumption. Purchased energy represents energy that was purchased on the market regarding the prediction of energy consumption and production of the first two elements. And last element is active distributed consumers and producers that represent controlled energy production and controlled energy consumption providers that are distributed among the grid. Within the balance group model the energy production of passive distributed producers and energy consumption of passive consumers are predicted. Based on these predictions the energy difference is purchased on the market to balance the consumption and production. As predictions aren't completely accurate the imbalances between formerly purchased and later realized (formerly predicted) energy appears. If balance group predicts such imbalances it can react and purchase additional energy on the market or use electrical energy from active distributed consumers and producers to lower the imbalances (Pi).
Balance group internal market
To lower the predicted imbalances the model implements a balance group internal market. Internal market is used to reduce predicted imbalances by matching predicted imbalanced energy with energies offered by controlled producers, controlled consumers and external market. The time (t min start and t max end ), duration (t min duration and t max duration ) and energy (E max and E min ) windows represent flex offer's flexibility to shift in time, ability to change its duration and ability to change its energy consumption or production. The price is economical parameter and defines the requested refund for the flex offer provider. These parameters determine flex offer (1).
Electrical energies offered by external market are represented as market offers ( Figure 3 ) with fixed time (t offer2 start and t offer2 end ), price per unit of energy (price offer2 ) and parameter that represent predicted imbalanced energy (2).
Energy window of market offers is unlimited because external market represents unlimited source or sink of energy. In general prices of electrical energy on external market are getting higher closer that are to the current time when real production and consumption accurse. In same way prices off predicted imbalances are rising because balance group must balance itself by buying additional energy on external market. If balance group includes active distributed producers or consumers it can lower the imbalances for lower price that external market.
The goal of each balance group is to have a lot of active distributed producers and consumers that can lower the expenses of imbalances. System for reducing imbalances that can work closer to the time of real energy flows will attract more active distributed producers and consumers to the balance group as it will offer them higher prices for their services.
Lowering predicted imbalances is done by scheduling algorithm. Scheduling algorithm faces both types of offered energies on internal market to match predicted imbalances.
Scheduling algorithm
The scheduling algorithm takes into account all flex offers and all market offers and calculates fixed flex offers () in the way of lowering imbalances and cost minimization. Scheduling algorithms are usually optimization procedures which gather all flex offers and then interactively search for the best solution. These types of algorithms are time consuming and cannot work close to the point of real energy flows. Proposed algorithm calculates schedule analytically through the development of the mathematical mapping, which is optimized using Cell based Genetic Programming method that is presented in chapter 3. Algorithm calculates schedule in one step by transforming input data through mathematical mapping into outputs.
Algorithm of smart grid solution for balance group
Algorithm of program that reduces energy imbalances of balance group is presented in Figure 5 . Algorithm runs in cycles that represent sampling time which is used for electrical energy calculation from operator of electrical grid (typical interval is 15 min). Each interval algorithm must collect predicted power flows, calculate predicted imbalances, collect flex and market offers, calculate schedule and purchase additional energy on the market. Algorithm gathers predictions (for certain amount of time in future) of energy production from passive distributed producers, predictions of energy consumption from passive distributed consumers and energy that was purchased in the past from the external market. Base on this information the predicted imbalances are calculated. Further algorithm collects all flex offers that was send from active distributed producers and consumers and all market offers that were calculated from current energy prices on the external market. All this offers must last for the same time interval in future as predictions of energy flows. After collection of all offers the schedule is done. Schedule calculates which flex offers can reduce predicted energy imbalances and consequently reduces expenses for balance group. If imbalances weren't completely covered by flex offers (because they were more expensive then market offer or there was no flex offer to cover the imbalanced energy) algorithm must purchase additional energy from external market that is represented as market offers so the imbalances are balanced. All evolutionary computation methods imitate natural evolution process. In natural evolution there are three basic elements environment, organism and reproduction of organisms. Analogue to the natural evolution evolutionary computation methods have environment, entity and entity reproduction.
Environment
Natural environment provide a habitat for organisms in which they live and mechanism of selection that determinate which organisms will reproduce. Replacement of natural environment with simulation environment will provide entities appropriate habitat for living and replacement for mechanism of selection is appropriate fitness function.
Entity
In CGP method entity is named cell. Example off cell is represented in Figure 6 . Cell membrane is virtual boundary between environment and interior of cell.
Organelles are the smallest individual elements inside off a cell that can translate input data through some basic mathematical functions like arithmetical, logical and others into output data. Organelles that are lying on cell membrane insure a flow of data from environment into cell and back to the environment. Figure 7 represents example of general organelle. Organelle can have multiple inputs (u 1 ,…, u n ) and single output (y). Organelles are divided in types based on their mapping function ( f(u 1 ,…,u n ) ) that translate input values to corresponding output values. Connections (C inp1 ,…,C inpm ,C out1 ,…,C outn ) connect inputs and outputs of different organelles and provide transfer of data trough entire cell. This design off cell enables implementation of feedback loops ( Figure 6 ) which is the main advantage according to other methods of genetic programming. With different set of organelles types set of functions that will assemble the solution can be assembled. This ability enables adaptation of the method to different types of problems.
Reproduction
Reproduction of cells in CGP method imitates reproduction of organisms in nature where genetic material is transferred from parent to children. In general reproduction methods are divided to mutation and crossing. Mutation is a transfer of genetic material from one parent to one child where part of genetic material is randomly changed. Crossing is a transfer of genetic material from multiple (normally two) parents to one child were the genetic material of the child is a combination of the genetic material from both parents. Because CGP method can be used as either as parametric or as structural method another division of reproduction can be made to organelle reproductions and cells reproductions.
Organelle reproductions
If organelle involves parameter that determines its calculation of output then this parameter is a subject of change. Organelle mutation represents reproduction where creation of a child cell from parent cell is done with randomly changes of parameters inside randomly chosen organelles. Organelle crossing is reproduction when child cell is formed from two parent's cells where randomly chosen parameters are taken from parent's organelles and combined to form new parameter for randomly chosen organelle in child cell. Organelle reproductions are similar to reproductions methods from genetic algorithms and other parametrical methods. In case that function structure of solution is already given and solution is searched only in values of function parameters CGP method can be used with only organelle reproductions and it will behave as parametrical optimization method.
Cell reproductions
Reproduction of cells enables structural changing of function that represents solution of problem. It is possible to change both number of organelles and connections between them. Mutation of cell represents reproduction when child cell is formed from parent cell where randomly changed numbers of organelles, their type or connections between them are made. Crossing of cells represents reproduction when child cell is formed from two parent cells with combination of different parts (randomly chosen number of organelles with all their connections) of parent's cells. With usage of cell reproduction CGP method becomes structural because it changes function that represents solution of the problem.
TESTING OF SYSTEM
Balance group elements
For purpose of testing of system small balance group was constructed that includes all elements from balance group model.
Passive distributed producers
Passive distributed producers are represented by model of solar power plants. Solar power plant model can calculate typical power production that is dependent from geographical layout, date, time of the day and density of clouds blocking the solar radiation. Model can also generate forecast of power production. Further predictions in time are less accurate. For the test 10% inaccuracy was used which means that at the end of the prediction interval (in our case 12 hours) inaccuracy is 10% of produced power (Figure 8 ). Ratio between electrical energy produced by passive distributed producers and energy that have to be purchase on the market is 10%. This data represents 10% share of renewable energy sources inside balance group. Other 90% is purchased on external market mainly from nuclear, fossil and other power producers.
Passive distributed consumers
Passive distributed consumers are represented by model that can generate typical consumption scenarios of ordinary household consumers. Model can also generate prediction of power consumption similar to solar power model. 
Purchased energy
Purchased energy is represented by model that can calculate current prices of energy on the external market, market offers used for scheduling ( Figure 10 ) and energy that was purchased on external market for reducing the imbalances of balance group. 
Active distributed producers and consumers
Active distributed producers and consumers are represented by model that can generate flex offers of typical household consumers. Flex offers provider sets his offer flexibility, determine price and send flex offer to system. Flex offer is then waiting in pool of flex offers with other flex offers provided by other active distributed producers and consumers. Scheduling algorithm calculates schedule from all flex offers at once. Flex offer is removed from pool when its flexibility runs out or scheduling algorithm calculate its fixed values and its start time is equal to current time. This means that flex offer provider will not now if his flex offer is accepted until flex offer will start to execute. System doesn't fix flex offer ahead, instead it waits to the last moment because new cheaper flex offer may arrive to the flex offers pool. If offer does not fit to the schedule (example offer is too expensive) it can be rejected. For the test there were 6 flex offer providers with energy flexibility of ±5% of maximum consumption and randomly distributed time flexibility all in range of 24h and duration window of 1 to 5h.
Development of scheduling algorithm
Scheduling algorithm is evolved separately from testing scenario using CGP method. Scheduling algorithm evolves with learning process similar than neural networks. For that learning population of flex and market offers are needed. In the testing scenario their is 12 market offers one for each hour in future and 6 flex offers that represent 6 active distributed producers or consumers (Figure 11 ).
Scheduling algorithm Flex offer1
...
Flex offer6
Market offer1
Market offer12
Fixed flex offer1
... Organelles that were used for development of scheduling algorithm represent mathematical functions of addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, amplification, power logical function and, or, negation and comparison function grater, less, equal and not equal. CGP method evolved cell with 523 organelles which represent mapping function of scheduling algorithm.
Results of testing
For comparison of test results of the CGP scheduling algorithm tree different scheduling algorithms were introduced scheduling algorithm that rejects all flex offers, scheduling algorithm that randomly accepts some flex offers and scheduling algorithm based on genetic algorithm optimization method. Results are presented in Figure 12 . It shows average cost of 50 simulation runs with differently distributed predicted energy flows. Scheduling algorithm that randomly accepts flex offers shows 5% improvement regarding algorithm which rejects all flex offers. CGP scheduling algorithm shows 19% improvement and genetic algorithm schedule almost 40% of cost reduction regarding first algorithm.
CONCLUSIONS
Testing results shows that genetic algorithm method gives the best results regarding cost optimization. In this simple test there was enough time for the genetic algorithm method to converge but with shorter sampling times and bigger set of flex offers method does not have enough time to converge and gives results that are no better than random scheduling. Good system will calculate schedule very fast because higher prices for the active distributed producers or consumers can be achieved closer to the current time. Calculation of scheduling algorithm with mathematical mapping is very fast compared to interactive methods.
Scheduling algorithm in form of mathematical mapping function can be developed using CGP method. With further development of method in way of incorporating start up knowledge into cells, designing more appropriate organelles, faster development of algorithm using parallel computing and other improvements a better scheduling algorithm can be built. In future this scheduling algorithm should be capable of accepting large amount of flex offers up to 10000 or maybe even more depends on further development of smart grids.
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